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Generative Commonsense Task
Commongen Task [1]: Generate coherent sentences
given their respective keywords (concepts) and a
corresponding image.

dog, frisbee,
catch, throw

A dog leaps to catch a thrown frisbee.
In this work, we compare the current Commongen
model with a visual question answering approach with
a fine-tuned VL-T5 baseline.

Methods
VL-T5 Fine-Tuning
1. Extract image features using
Detectron2, an object detection
algorithm [2].
2. Visual question answering: ask
question → model answers. Example:
“vqa: what is the image caption using
concepts: dog, frisbee, catch,
throw?”
3. The question and the image features
are processed by VL-T5’s
bidirectional multimodal encoder [3].
4. The vector that the encoder
generates is sent to the model’s
autoregressive text decoder, thus
generating our desired sentence [3].

Created by Wu et. al. 2019 at Facebook AI
Research, the figure illustrates all the
features extracted from an image of a bike
race using Detectron2 [2].

Motivation To Use Images
●

●

Mimic how humans would approach the
Commongen task:
○ Develop a scene using the concepts
○ Make sentence adapted from the scene
Visual information gained from the image
simulates the scene development process and
thus enhances commonsense reasoning

Commongen Model

1. Process the concepts by using an encoder adapted from T5, a text-to-text
baseline model developed by Google, and a pooling layer to generate the
concept embeddings.
2. Process the image by using the ResNet deep residual neural network to
generate the image embeddings.
3. Calculate the contrastive loss Jt(θ) between the newly generated image and
concept embeddings to inject visual knowledge.
4. Use the T5 model’s decoder to generate the desired sentence using the
vision-injected vector (shown in blue).

Created by Cho et. al. 2021 at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the figure illustrates how both
text and visuals are processed to generate a text output within the VL-T5 architecture [3].

Results

Acknowledgements
●

Model Name

Structure

BLEU

SPICE

T5-base

Concepts → Sentence

31.96

28.86

iCommongen-mean

Concepts + Image → Sentence

33.27

29.447

●

I&V (T5-base)

Concepts + Scene Graphs → Sentence

40.16

30.57

●

VisCTG (T5-base)

Concepts + Caption → Sentence

34.722

28.808

●

Performance metrics used:
○ BLEU assesses the quality of text relative to human
translation
○ SPICE evaluates the quality of captions relative to
their respective image
Using images is helpful w.r.t. T5-base, indicating that
visual information enhances commonsense reasoning.
Model underperforms compared to baselines that use
scene graphs or image captions instead of images,
showing that the image information is likely suboptimal.
Future Direction: Use pre-trained vision-language
models (CLIP) to better encode the vision and the
concepts, instead of ResNet.
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